Review Questions

1) Why did Mr. Hopkins work for Colonel Lloyd only a short while?

2) What did Mr. Gore do for Colonel Lloyd?

3) What were Mr. Gore’s characteristics?

4) How did Mr. Gore treat slaves? What warranted punishment?

5) What did Mr. Gore’s accusation mean to the slave?

6) What was Mr. Gore’s personality like?

7) What did Mr. Gore do to a slave named Demby? Why?

8) What was Mr. Gore’s rationale for his conduct with Demby?

9) Where did Mr. Gore live?

10) What was the authorities’ response to Demby’s fate?

11) What did the wife of Mr. Giles Hick do to a relative of Frederick Douglass? Why?

12) What did Colonel Lloyd’s slaves do on Sundays?

13) What did Mr. Bondy do to a slave that trespassed on his property?